
The Cat 38 Check-Up 
The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection Categorical 38 (Cat 38) Exemption has 

allowed your operations to avoid the more rigorous plan approval and air permitting requirements 

under 25 PA Code Chapter 127.  HOWEVER, did you realize that there are specific and on-going  

recordkeeping and compliance demonstration requirements that need to be met in order to  

continue to qualify for the Cat 38 Exemption?  ALL4 is offering a flat fee, Cat 38 Check-up to ensure 

that your operations are meeting the PADEP requirements. 

The cost for ALL4’s Cat 38 Check-up services is 

$3,000 per site, and includes: 
·A site visit 

·A checklist summary of where your operations stand with respect to 

the PADEP requirements 

·Recommended action items to address potential discrepancies 

·A 2014 compliance calendar of air regulations affecting your site 

operations 

You should use ALL4’s Cat 38 Check-up if you: 
·Operate/own an unconventional well site and have relied on the 

Category 38 exemption from plan approval requirements 

·Have storage vessels/storage tanks operating at your site 

·Have well drilling, well completion, or other activities occurring at 

your site 

·Utilize a non-road compression ignition engine at your site 

·Are unsure if your monitoring/recordkeeping is sufficient to 

meet Cat 38 requirements and Federal New Source            

Performance Standards (NSPS) Subpart OOOO regulations 

ALL4 is a Pennsylvania-based company 

specializing in air quality.  With a staff that 

includes engineers, scientists, former     

regulators, and former plant personnel, 

ALL4 is able to see problems from multiple 

angles and develop 360 degree solutions.  

To obtain more information on ALL4, visit 

www.all4inc.com 

At $3,000 per site the Cat 38 Check-up is an 

affordable way to ensure environmental 

compliance.  If you have multiple sites to be 

inspected, ALL4 offers a bulk site discount.   
 

To obtain more information about the  

ALL4 Cat 38 Check-up contact: 

Roy Rakiewicz at 610-933-5246 ext 127  

JP Kleinle at 610-933-5246 ext 120 


